Journalist Mark Ames said this to an interviewer all the way back in 2000, when he and his then-colleague Matt Taibbi were busy promoting a book called “The Exile: Sex Drugs and Libel in the New Russia.” The book, which was marketed as nonfiction, was rife with comments far worse than that example.

The Exile is the controversial biweekly Moscow tabloid founded by Americans Mark Ames and Matt Taibbi. In the tradition of gonzo journalists like Hunter S. Thompson, Ames and Taibbi cover everything from decadent club scenes to the nation's collapsing political and economic systems - and no person or institution is spared from their razor sharp satiric viewpoint. They take you beneath the surface of the Russia that most Western journalists experience. This book is the inside story of how the tabloid came to be and how Ames and Taibbi broke their biggest stories - all the Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for Exile : Sex, Drugs, and Libel in the New Russia by Matt Taibbi and Mark Ames (2000, Trade Paperback) at the best online prices at eBay! Free shipping for many products! The eXile is the controversial biweekly tabloid founded by Americans Mark Ames and Matt Taibbi that Rolling Stone has called “cruel, caustic, and funny” and “a must-read.” In the tradition of gonzo journalists like Hunter S. Thompson, Ames and Taibbi cover everything from decadent club scenes to the nation's collapsing political and economic systems - no person or institution is spared from their razor sharp satiric viewpoint. The Exile: Sex, Drugs, and Libel in the New Russia is a 2000 memoir by Mark Ames and Matt Taibbi, published by Grove Press. Edward Limonov wrote the foreword. It includes selected articles from the newspaper The eXile, including ones by the editors, from the publication's first year of operation, as well as correspondence involving the publication. It was initially slated for a circa 1998 release, but legal issues meant that the publisher's lawyers delayed the publication.
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^ Bayne, Martha (2000-07-13), "Beast in the East". Yea, the Lord has heard thine prayers, and He, in His infinite Sadism, has answered thee: back on sale, newly printed up, is the record of The eXile's early beginnings. It's The Exile: Sex, Drugs and Libel in the New Russia (Grove), first published in 2000. Click the cover to order it through amazon, or order buy it from your favorite overpriced neighborhood bookseller. The War Nerd. By Gary Brecher. Pleasant Hell.